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HOW DID THEY ARRIVED'WHAT ARE EXOTICS?

Exotic species are organisms transported by humans,
wildlife, wind, and water inta regions where they did not
historically exist. Native organisms, on the other hand,
are generally considered species that were established
in North America prior ta the time of European settle-
ment. Due to considerable historical data from various
commercial and scientific interests, we now know a fair
amount about exotic invasions in the Great Lakes.

Exotics have invaded Lake Ontario because of the
density of human settlement in the region. Many differ-
ent types of organisms have invaded Lake Ontario,
including fish, mallusks, crustaceans, and other inverte-
brates, along with disease-carrying organisims and
plants. Plants and animals that are
not native to the Great Lakes have
been making their way into the
Great Lakes ecosystem for hun-
dreds of years, mainly with the
assistance of humans. These
exotic species can compete and
potentially displace many of our .
native plants and animals.

Invasions can be broadly cat-
egorized into intentional and
unintentional introductions,
The majority of exotic spe-
cies arrived in the Great Lakes unintentionaily, al-
though a number of exotics were, and still are re-
leased in order to fill the niche of a species that has
become extinct. In the latter case, the introduction
can sometimes prove very beneficial to the ecosys-
tem. In general, though, exotic species are a problem
for fish and wildlife managers, because many exotic
species upset natural ecosystem functions and can
be very costly to controi or eradicate.

Exotics arrived in the Great lakes region in many
different ways. The Native Americans of North America
were probably the first people who transported plants
and animals throughout the Great Lakes. Since the early
1800s mast of the introductions occurred through delib-
erate releases, but many happened unintentionally
through shipping, canals, railroads, and highways.

intentional releases include early stocking of fish like the
common carp, which was stocked to increase potential
food resources for people, and for natural diversity.

Unintentional releases include the dumping of aquarium
pets into the environment, the accidental escape of

cultivated plants from or-
namental gardens and
agriculture, the release
of unused bait by fish-
ermen, and the trans-
port of fishes from one
drainage basin ta an-
other via fishing boats.
Railroads also played
an important role by
creating a connection
between the Atlantic
Coast, the develop-
ing Midwest, and the

Great Lakes. These rails provided newly disturbed soil
and promoted dispersal of plants into new areas. Due to
the construction of railroad tracks, the migration of
plants occurred from both the Atlantic Coast and the
Midwest into the Great Lakes basin.

Other unintentional releases include organisms associ-
ated with ship fouling, solid ballast, and ballast water.
Fouling refers to the process where exotic organisms
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DO EXOTICS DAMAGE OR
IMPROVE THE GREAT LAKES?

attach themselves to the hulls of ships and are trans-
ported from one place to another. Ballast was used in
ships for stability when they crossed the open sea.
Soil, mud, shoreline rocks, sand, and beach debris
were often used as solid ballast before technological
advances enabled the use of water,

When a ship arrived in port to take on cargo, the solid
ballast was either dumped onto ballast grounds or
thrown overboard. By the 1880s ballast water was
being used and was dumped throughout the Great
Lakes. When the St. Lawrence Seaway system was
enlarged in1959, contamination of Great Lakes water
with ship ballast water increased dramatically. It also
provided an avenue for more and larger ships to enter
the Great Lakes from ports throughout the world.
Because exotic organisms were being brought into
the Great Lakes long before biological surveys were
done, some species thought to be native may in fact
have been introduced.

Exotics are difficult to define. When is an invader
considered an exotic species? If a species was not
native to the region in the Ice Age, but arrived natu-
rally after that, is it considered an exotic? If the plant
or animal arrived before Native Americans, is it con-
sidered exotic? Or is a species exotic if it arrived after
the European settlers?

To simplify matters, many people consider an exotic
species one that arrived because of human interfer-
ence, intentional or unintentional, including both Na-
tive Americans and the early settlers. But most of the
exotic species in this fact sheet occurred after the
arrival of the early settlers.

By the early 1800s a vast network of canals was dug
in northeastern North America. These canal systems
connected adjacent watersheds and therefore con-
nected the Great Lakes to other freshwater bodies
and the Atlantic Ocean. Organisms like the sea lam-
prey and the alewife used these canal corridors to
expand into the Great Lakes. The completion of the
Erie Canal in 1825 illustrated the potential impact of
the canals on the Great Lakes. The governor of New
York "performed the ceremony of co-mingling the
waters of the Great Lakes with the ocean by pouring
a keg of...Lake Erie  water! into the Atlantic!"  Mills
1910!. The potential impact of creating artificial con-
necting channels in Great Lakes ecosystems has
become increasingly clear since this time.

More than 139 species have successfully invaded the
Great Lakes. They have contributed significantly to
the artificiality of the Great Lakes ecosystem with an
impact on virtually every ecological niche. Stocking of
salmon in Lakes Michigan and Ontario has resulted in
upsetting the fragile "balance" in the food chain. In
some cases, stocking was implemented to control
alewives and smelt populations and has been suc-
cessful at doing that, but at considerable cost to some
native species. On the other hand, many stocked fish
have contributed greatly to the fishing and tourism
industry in the region.

Out of 126 fish species in Lake Ontario, 14 are exotic,
Whether these introduced species have been benefi-
cial or not has been a continued point of contention
among legislators, resource agencies, scientists, and
the general public. This issue remains heated, largely
because the current scientific literature lacks suffi-
cient information on the specific impacts on the lakes
by many of these exotic species. In addition, the long-
term biological impacts of many species are ex-
tremely complex.

In some cases exotic species are considered a boon
to the Great Lakes because of the economic benefit
gained. One of the most commonly used examples is
the dramatic success of the sportfishery in the Great
Lakes, initiated by an management policy to stock
exotic Pacific salmon into the waters of the Great
Lakes.

On the other hand, some consider exotic species to
represent the single greatest threat to the Great
Lakes ecosystem. This is due in part to the fact that
exotic-species introductions are unpredictable and
more likely to cause permanent changes, Many ex-
otic species can cause genetic alterations in native
populations, as well as compete for and succeed in
obtaining food and nesting sites.

What follows is a brief taxonomic breakdown of some
of the more important exotic species that have estab-
lished themselves in Lake Ontario. It is important to note
that this is a small sample of the total number of exotic
species, partly due to incomplete knowledge of the
complex species interactions in the Great Lakes basin.



FISH

Alewives have the ability to
dramatically increase their
populaffons.

Alewife

 Alosa pseudoharengus!

Alewives were discovered
in Lake Ontario in 1873. It is
unclear whether they are
native to Lake Ontario. They
either expandedthrough the
Erie Canal into the Great
Lakes basin from the Atlan-

tic drainage, or they were
native to Lake Ontario but

were depressed by the At-
lantic salmon and lake trout
until the late 1800s.

Mow Have They Affected the System?

In the absence of predators, alewives have the ability to

Blueback Herring  Aiosa aesfi va]is!

Blueback herrings are a close relative of the alewife.
The species are nearly identical in appearance. In
New York state, bluebacks make annual spawning
migrations from the Atlantic Ocean, up the Hudson
River, and into the Mohawk River system. They were
just recently observed in Oneida Lake, the Oswego
River, and there was a suspected blubeback sighting
in Lake Ontario in 1995. Preliminary evidence sug-
gests blublacksmay be colonizing the Oswego River.

How Have They Affected the System?

Their discovery in the headwaters of the Lake Ontario
watershed poses question of whether they will irnact the
fisheries. Competition with alewives seems to be the
biggest concern because the species are so similar.

Brown trout  Salmo trutta!

Brown trout, which belong
to the family Salrnonidae,
were native to Europe,
They were first released
in 1883, when Michigan
stocked them into the

Pere Marquette River,
a Lake Michigan tribu-
tary. In the same year,
an accidental release
from a fish hatchery
in Caledonia, New
York, occurred into the Genesee River, a tributary to
Lake Ontario. They are currently being stocked to sup-
port the growing sporffishery in Lake Ontario.

dramatically in-
crease their

population levels
and subsequently
experience huge
die-offs that foul
beaches. This trait

makes them an unstable food resource for salmon and
trout. Alewives have proven themselves to be superior
competitors to native fish because they often out-compete
natives  Le., lake herring, bloaters, whitefish! for food.
They also feed readily on young of native fish species,
including lake trout and whitefish. Although the alewrfe
population is unstable, they are nonetheless the staple
food resource of the adult Pacific salmon and lake trout.

Consequently, resource agencies within the Great Lakes
actively manage to protect the alewife resource to main-
tain a productive sport fishery.

Studies indi-

cate that they
have slightly
different feed-

ing behavior
and occupy differ-
ent regions of the water column, For example, in the
Atlantic Ocean and the Great Lakes, alewives are most
abundant at depths of 170 to 330 feet �2 to 101 meters!,
whereas bluebacks are most abundant in ocean depths
of 80 to 165 feet �4 to 51 meters!. These spatial
differences could offset potential food competition be-
tween the two species. At this writing, though, it's safe to
say that bluebacks are too few in number in Oneida Lake
to be an immediate concern or to be a threat to the Lake
Ontario fish community.

How Have They Affected the System?

Brown trout introduced

into lakes and streams

may compete with native
fish  i.e., brook trout! for
food and space. Brown
trout may dominate and
exclude brook trout from

preferred nesting areas
and out-compete them in
certain streams where

the species overlap. They can also have impacts
through interbreeding with native trout and by intro-
ducing disease.
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Coho salmon

 Oncorhynchus kisutch!

Although it may have been accidentally
introduced earlier, the coho salmon from the
West Coast was first intentionally stocked into
the Great Lakes in 3 933. The Ohio Division of
Conservation released them into Lake Erie but
were unable to establish a reproducing
population. Stocking was tried once again in
1966, and the salmon have since established
naturally reproducing populations. They were
first introduced into Lake Ontario in f967 and
1968 and are reproducing naturally in some of
the higher quality streams along the eastern end
of Lake Ontario.

re also known
litton,

Chinook salmon

 Oncorhynchus tshaffffytscha!

 from McPherl & iindsey, 1970, J.F. R.B.C. Bulleffn 1 73!

A native to the West Coast of North America, this
fish was introduced into the Great Lakes basin in
1873 when it was stocked into Lakes Michigan,
Huron, Erie, and Ontario. For the next 60 years,
state agencies tried to establish reproducing popu-
lations but were unsuccessful. Since the mid-to-
late '60s, this species has been stocked to support
the growing sportfishery industry. Chinook, also
known as king salmon, are considered by many to
be the main attraction for sport fisherman through-
out the basin. Recent scientific research on some
of the tributaries along the eastern end of Lake
Ontario has provided evidence that this species is
naturally reproducing.

How Have Salmon Affected the System?
AII the introduced Pacific salmon � the chinook
 the most sought-after!, coho, steelhead and pink
have similar impacts on the ecosystem. Although
there were few problems detected
in the early years, scientists have
discovered that they compete with
native salmonids e.g., brook trout!
for food and space. Both the coho
and chinook are stocked in such
large numbers that their impact on
prey fish is dramatic. The balance
of predator and prey that presently
exists in the Great Lakes is consid-
ered precarious.

 from McPhsil ft Linsey, 1970, J.F. R.B.C. Btrilelin f73!

Pacific salmon have also been known to disrupt
the habitat for other fish, invertebrates, and
aquatic plants as they make their river migra-

tions in the fall. Migration and
spawning activities can substan-
tially disrupt the bottom substrate
in streams. These activities, along
with the disruption created by wad-
ing anglers in some of the streams,
may adversely affect aquatic com-
munities. These species are mov-
ing into the Atlantic seaboard via
the St. Lawrence River.



Rainbow smelt  Osmerus morclax!

The origin of rainbow smelt in Lake Ontario is still
unclear. These populations are thought to have been
either native to Lake Ontario or have migrated up the
Erie Canal system from the Atlantic drainage. Another
theory is that the fish were introduced into the Finger
Lakes during 1914 to 1929 and subsequently colonized
Lake Ontario.

These fish are commercially important in Lake Erie and
important to ice fishers.

How Have They Affected the System?

Smelt have been associated with declines of important
native fish stocks within the Great l akes. Their increase

in abundance correlates with native lake herring decline.
Smelt was also considered to have an adverse impact
on young whitefish.

Besides feeding on zooplankton, smelt have been shown
to feed aggressively on eggs and larvae of many native
Great Lakes fishes.

Common carp
 Cyprinus carpia!

The first introduction of the Eurasian common carp into
North America was in 1831, when a private citizen
imported the fish from France for propagation in his
ponds ln Orange County, New York. For several years
these carp were released into the Hudson River, where
they were subsequently caught by commercial fisher-
rnen. The fish were stocked into the Great Lakes basin
after 1879 with the intent of providing 'cheap' food for
the future.

Hovr Have They Affected the System?

The fish have since become abundant, As a result of
their feeding and spawning behavior, they degrade
lakes by causing excessive turbidity  cloudiness!, which
can lead to declines in submerged aquatic plants and
organisms, waterlowl, and important native fish spe-

cies. They have a remarkable ability to negatively alter
their aquatic environment and are generally considered
a nuisance species. As one researcher put it, "The
promiscuous introduction of the carp on this continent
has been attended with nothing but evils,"  Crossrnan
1968!. For all of these reasons, many people have
concluded that carp should not be introduced into any
waters.
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Rudd can consume up to 40% of their body weight in
aquatic vegetation in one day.

Rudd  Scardinius erythrophthaiamus!

The rudd is a member of the minnow family and is found
throughout Europe and Asia. They were first intention-
ally stocked in Wisconsin during the 1920s and in the
Hudson River drainage in 1936. Rudd was used as bait
and was released unintentionally in at least 11 states.
This accounts for the spread of the rudd to other waters.
By the mid-to-late 1980s, rudd spread into the Great
Lakes basin, which includes other New York Finger
Lakes, Oneida Lake, Lake Ontario, Onondaga Lake,
and others.

Rudd closely resemble a common native species, the
golden shiner, and show some similarities to goldfish,
another introduced species. They inhabit surface waters

Sea lamprey  Petromyzon marinus!

The sea lamprey is a predatory, eel-like fish, native to the
coastal regions of the Atlantic Ocean. It was discovered
in Lake Ontario in the 1830s, and is thought to have
migrated from its native habitat in the Atlantic drainage
through the Erie Canal or by attaching itself to boats
plying the Erie and St. Lawrence Canal systems. The
construction and opening of the Erie Canal in the early
1800s probably gave the lamprey a route into the Great
Lakes drainage from the Hudson River drainage.

How Have They Affected the System?

Sea lamprey predation caused the decline of native lake
trout populations in ail the Great Lakes. Indigenous lake
trout populations in Lake Ontario were virtually wiped
out by overfishing and the invasion of the parasitic sea

in shallow weedy areas around shorelines of lakes, river
backwaters, and canals. They seldom move into open
water, and their lack of spiny fins makes them vuinerable
to predators.

Rudd consume a variety of zooplankton, aquatic
insects, and, occasionally, small fish. After two years,
submerged aquatic plants become the dominant food
of the diet, and rudd can consume up to 40% of their
body weight in aquatic vegetation per day.

How Have They Affected the System~

Rudd consume large amounts of aquatic plants, which
they excrete and release into the water. This reiease can
result in increased algal blooms, reduced water clarity,
and increased eutrophication  natural aging process of
a lake!. By consuming such large quantities of aquatic
vegetation, the rudd may be competing with native fish
species that use nearshore areas for spawning sites or
nursery habitats for their young.

Rudd are able to reproduce with other minnow species,
and studies indicate it may be able to reproduce with
native golden shiners, which may threaten the long term
reproductive success of the golden shiners. The young
rudd may also compete with the young of native fish
species for food and habitat.

On the positive side, rudd may become an abundant
prey species for northern pike, brown trout, bass, and
fish-eating birds,

lamprey. Treatment of lamprey spawning habitat with
chemical Iampricides is
an ongoing control mea- ' o
sure that is costly but
effective. Lake trout
seem to be coming
back in response to re-
duced lamprey abun-
dance and improved 0

water quality. The o

Great Lakes Fishery
Commission spends
$6 to $8 million annu-
ally to control sea lam-
prey in the Great i 
Lakes.



CRUSTACEANS

White perch  Morone americana!

Native to the Atlantic drainage basin, white perch were
first observed in 1950 in the Lake Ontario watershed in
Cross Lake in central New York. They were thought to
have reached the Great I akes through the Mohawk
River Valley and the Erie Canal from expanding Hudson
River populations. The migration of the white perch

Spiny water flea  Bythofrephes cederstroemi!

The spiny water flea, also known as B.C., is not an
insect but a tiny crustacean, about .4 inches �0 mm!
long, with a long, sharp, barbed spiny tail. A native to
Great Britain and northern Europe, B.C. was first dis-
covered in Lake Huron in 1984. It made its way into
Lake Ontario by 1985. Scientists believe it was prob-
ably introduced through the ballast water of transoceanic
vessels. Since its introduction, the spiny water flea
populations have exploded.

They are able to reproduce rapidly, and during warm
summer conditions each female can produce up to 10
offspring every two weeks,

through the Erie Canal is thought to have been induced
by unusually warm weather in the 1930s and 1950s.
Since its initial invasion into Lake Ontario, the fish have
invaded all the other Great Lakes. White perch has
become an important sport and commercial fish in
Lakes Ontario and Erie.

How Have They Affected the System?

Unfortunately, white perch are believed to have the
potential to cause declines of Great Lakes walleye
populations and the indigenous yellow perch in Lake
Erie. They are suspected of consuming the young and
eggs of the native fish and are most likely the respon-
sible party in the decline of yellow perch.

How Have They Affected the System?

No one is really sure what effect the spiny water fleas
will have on the ecosystems of the Great Lakes region.
Researchers believe it may be competing for food with
native species, Their sharp spines make them ex-
tremely difficult for small fish to eat, which leaves only
some large fish to consume them. As a result, spiny
water flea populations remain high while populations of
plankton, their primary food source, decline. B.C. num-
bers are presently very low in Lake Ontario, presumably
because of fish predation; however, recent observa-
tions during 1994 indicate that population levels of B.C.
are increasing.

The B.C.s sharp spines make them
extremely difficult for small fish to eat.
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MOLLUSKS

Zebra mussel

 Dreisserfa polyrrf orpha!

Hoytr Do They Travel?

rainbowpurple alewae p brown smelt
1am rey loosetrife chinook trout coho

Zebra mussels are fingernail-size moliusks with yel-
lowish or brownish shells marked with wavy bands. A
native of Europe, the zebra mussel was first discov-
ered in North America in Lake St. Clair in June 1988,
By 1991 it had spread rapidly throughout the Great
Lakes basin and had reached the Hudson River and
upper Mississippi River. The larvae  veligers! were
found in the Susquehanna drainage basins. It is
believed that the zebra mussel arrived in ballast water
of ships from Europe.

Zebra mussels primarily consume phytoplankton  rn-
croscopic plant life! which forms the base of the
aquatic food chain. Bacteria and zooplankton are
also common food for the zebra mussel. They feed by
filtering water, as much as 1 to 2 liters per day. A
female can produce up to 1,000,000 eggs per year
and the larvae are dispersed through waves and
currents. They settle out of the water column, attach,
and form colonies up to 70,000 mussels per square

Quegga mussel  Dreissena bugensis!
This mussel was discovered in 1991 and is a second
species of zebra mussel. This mussel has been given
the colloquial name of "quagga" mussel. Studies are
ongoing as to how the quagga and zebra mussels
interact and compete with each other. In the Ukraine,
where the zebra musseis inhabited the waters, the
quagga, displaced and out-competed the D. Potymor-
pha. The two species have slightly different
enviornmental tolerances.

ruffe quagga
rudd zebra mussel bluebackmussel herring

meter �.2 square yards!. This bivalve mollusk is
referred to as a biofouler, which indicates their ability
to attach to any firm underwater substrate  e.g.,
rocks, piers, water intake pipes, boat hulls!.

How Have They Affected the System?

These colonies clog the intake systems of water and
power plants; they cover and sink navigation buoys,
litter beaches, and create maintenance problems for
docks. Because they filter so much water per day,
zebra mussels can have significant impact on the
aquatic food chain.

Flowing water carries the zebra mussel larvae  ve-
ligers! to downstream locations. Commercial and
recreational vessels using these waters can transport
both adults and veligers to other locations. Zebra
mussels attach themselves to any solid surface not
protected by antifouiant paints, such as unprotected
boat hulls, motors, swim platforms, trim tab piates,
and electronic transducers. Veligers can be trans-
ported in live wells, bilge water, water trapped in
trailer frames and safety light compartments, and in
water collected inside the boat's decking. Zebra mus-
sel veligers can be present in the water column from
May to October. Adults are able to be transported
throughout the year. When boats are moved by trailer
from infested waters to uninfested inland lakes or
rivers, unwanted introductions of the zebra mussel
may occur. This appears to be the primary vector for
inland lake infestation.



WHAT CAN YOU DO�

to Help Prevent the Spread?

~ Thoroughly rinse wetsuits and SCUBA gear with hot water, and allow to dry
before using in an uninfested lake.

~ Never transport minnows from an infested area.

~ Use appropriate antifouling paints on boat hulls and motors in infested
waters.

Always inspect and clean your boat before transporting it to another lake
or river.

Thoroughly drain and flush all boat compartments including bilge, live
wells, marine toilets, anchor rope compartments, engine cooling systems,
and any other areas that get wet.

~ Allow boats and trailers to dry thoroughly in the sun for at least four days
prior to placing in uninfested water.

~ A boat hull that feels "gritty" may have young, microscopic zebra mussels
attached. High pressure �50 psi! hot water wash should be employed, and
aliow to dry for 4 days in the sun.

~ Run hot water through your engine intake system.

PLANTS

Purple loosestrlfe  Lythrum saficaria!

Purple looseslrife is a wetland plant originally from
Europe and Asia that was probably introduced to North
America in ship ballast or in livestock feed and bedding
in the early 1800s. Some populations may have been
spread from intentional introductions for herbal use of
the plant, from home garden plantings, or from wild-
flower seed mixtures that often contain purple loos-
estrife seeds. The first record of purple loosestrife in the
Great Lakes basin was in 1869 in Ithaca, New York. The
plant is thought to have spread into the Great Lakes
basin through railroad corridors and along canals, and
from there it spread throughout the United States and
Canada.

The generic name comes from the Greek word luthron,
 blood!, possibly in reference to the color of the flowers
or to one of its herbal uses � as an astringent to stop the
flow of blood. The plant grows from 2 ta 7 feet tall �0 to
210 cm! and displays a light purple flower. It blooms in
July around Lake Ontario, and is a stunningly beautiful
sight as you drive the roads of upstate New York. It
thrives in moist soils and especially after any type of soil
disturbance such as construction or agriculture. One
adult plant can disperse in excess of 2.7 million seeds
annually. It can also resprout from roots and broken
stems that fall on the ground or into the water.

Purple loosestrife can out-compete native
beneficial plants such as the cattail.
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How Have They Affected the System?
Despite its beauty, the plants form dense, impenetrable stands unsuitable
as cover, food, or nesting sites for native wetland animals such as ducks,
geese, rails, bitterns, muskrats, frogs, toads, and turtles. Biologists believe
that serious reductions in numbers of waterbirds and fur-bearing mammals
have resulted. In addition, the marsh itself is lost. It fills in from the bottom
up as organic materials and silt accumulate over and around the large root
systems. The spread of the plant is primarily through seed dispersal by
current, wind, and wildlife. Seed escapes from nurseries and gardens have
played a role in some locations,

Purple loosestrife is very difficult to get rid of because of the number of
seeds in the soil and the loosestrife's lack of effective predators. Control
measures have included hand pulling, disc harrowing, flooding, burning,
and spraying herbicides, but these have been costly and affect only a small
portion of the infected areas.

Several European insects are being tested as possible long-term biological
control and have proven to be very effective. There are six European
insects that are specific to loosestrife. They attack the shoots, flowers, and
leaves and burrow into the root systems. The predatory insects effectively
weaken the loosestrife plants and allow native vegetation to compete and
flourish. Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge, southwest of Syracuse, has
been successful in controlling purple loosestrife through a series of water-
Ievel changes, underground mowing, and other techniques that cause
cumulative stress to the plant,

What Can You Oo?

Remove plants from your boat, trailer, and accessory equipment  anchors,
centerboards, trailer hitch, wheefs, rollers, cables, and axles! before
leaving the water-access area. Do not plant this flower in your garden. If you
find it on your property or near a water body, pull it out and dispose of it in
the trash. If your local garden centers are selling the plant, please urge them
to discontinue the practice.

The plants grow in water from 1.7 to 33 feet �.5 to 10 meters! deep. They
are rooted to the bottom and grow toward the surface. When they reach thesurface, they branch out to form a dense canopy. If the plants are cleared,
they can easily grow back because small vegetative fragments can survive
in the underwater soil.

10

Eurasian watermiffoif  Myriophyifum spicaturn L.!
The first sighting of this plant occurred in 1882 in Paddy's Lake near
Oswego, New York. The first recorded observations were in 1952 at Put-in-Bay in western Lake Erie. It was accidentally introduced from Europe, mostlikely from aquarium releases, waterbirds, and transport on boats or ships,It has since spread quickly throughout the basin, probably by fisherman,
boaters, and waterfowl.



~ ~ ~

~ Empty your bait bucket on land, never into the water.

~ Never dip your bait or minnow into one lake if it has water in it
from another.

~ Never dump live fish from one water body into other waters.

~ Do not transport exotics, dead or alive.

~ Avoid using exotics as bait.

~ Clean all mud and plant matter from
your boat, trailer, propeller, live well
and anchors before leaving the
landing.

~ Drain your live wells and bilge water
before you leave infected area.

~ Let your boat and trailer dry in the sun
for at least four days before you use it
again in another lake or river.

~ Wash your boat with very hot water-
at least 105 F �0 C!.

11

How Have They Affected the System?

The plants form thick tangled stems and extensive beds
that float on the surface of the water. They can crowd out
native plants and thick stands can reduce the spawning
habitat of fish. The plant creates problems for recreation
such as boating and swimming and can also create
problems for industry. Milfoil becomes entangled in boat
propellers and trailers and may wrap around other
external boat parts. Milfoil competes with native aquatic
plants and can change water temperatures.

What Can Yotj Do?

Control measures have included: cutting and harvest-
ing, water drawdown, barriers, underwater tilling, and
herbicides, but many of these had limited success due
to the plant's inherent capacity to recolonize and spread
quickly. Forexample, mechanicalharvesting offersquick

reduction in the Eurasian watermilfoil, but the plant
grows back quickly, and a larger number of vegetative
fragments may be created causing even more of the
plant to spread. Here are some more tips:

~ Remove plants from your boat, trailer, and
accessory equipment  anchors, centerboards,
trailer hitch, wheels, rollers, cables, and axles!
before leaving the water-access area.

~ Stay clear of large weed patches while operating a
boat.

~ Hand pull and remove the milfoil from shallow
water areas.

~ Make your neighbors aware of this exotic.
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ln November 1990, the U.S, Congress passed the Non-
indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Species Act. This law
called for research and education on zebra mussels,
addressed concerns about intentional introductions and
the use of exotic species in research, and tackled the
issue of ballast water.

In May f993, the U.S. made into law the following
guideline: The ships that operate outside the waters of
the U.S, and Canada and intend to enter the Great Lakes
with ballast water must have exchanged that water on
the high seas, and the water must be no less than 30
parts per thousand salinity. Supplementary legislation in
1994 amended the act, extending the requirement for
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Hudson River, a potential backdoor to the Great Lakes
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